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e explosive growth of malware variants poses a continuously and deeply evolving challenge to information security. Traditional
malware detection methods require a lot of manpower. However, machine learning has played an important role on malware
classi�cation and detection, and it is easily spoofed by malware disguising to be benign software by employing self-protection
techniques, which leads to poor performance for existing techniques based on the machine learning method. In this paper, we
analyze the local maliciousness about malware and implement an anti-interference detection framework based on API fragments,
which uses the LSTM model to classify API fragments and employs ensemble learning to determine the �nal result of the entire
API sequence. We present our experimental results on Ali-Tianchi contest API databases. By comparing with the experiments of
some common methods, it is proved that our method based on local maliciousness has better performance, which is a higher
accuracy rate of 0.9734.

1. Introduction

Malware remains a serious problem for individuals, cor-
porations, and nation information security all the time, as
attackers continuously use it as a tool to get illegal pro�t and
damage information infrastructure. Just in the �rst half of
2018 alone, the 360 Internet Security Center has intercepted
140 million new malicious programs, and an average of
795,000 new malicious programs was intercepted every day.
We are seriously facing malicious code attacks all the time.
Traditional signature-based feature detection methods,
which take a lot of manpower and require professional
knowledge, are di�cult to combat. In fact, a lot of malware
come from the benign software which was infected by
malicious code snippets. Malware authors even use poly-
morphism to reorder these codes and create several mali-
cious variations. By modi�cation, this malware is hardly
recognized by antivirus software. is is the key point that
traditional detection technology for malware detection
should be explored.

With the successful application of deep learning in the
�elds of image processing, speech recognition, and software

engineering, machine learning has become an important
method for analyzing malware in the last 10 years. As the
Kaspersky Lab said, deep learning is a special machine
learning approach that facilitates the features extraction
method to get a high level of abstraction from low-level data.
As the machine learning outperforms a great power for data
handling, many scholars propose a series of methods using
machine learning to detect malware. Previous studies [1, 2]
used image visualization to classify malware by the similarity
of texture. e studies [3, 4] are based on API call sequence
to detect malware. In [5], the researcher uses LSTM and
CNN to build a learning model for malware classi�cation
and detection, which transforms ASM code to sequence and
uses NLP method to handle it. Above all, although these
methods have made a stride for malware classi�cation and
detection, there are still many ¡aws, leading to attack from
the malware writer, such as self-extraction and obfuscation.
e key point is that these methods of extracting features are
easily disturbed. erefore, facing a lot of confrontation, it
performs badly.

In this paper, we propose an e¢ective detection
framework based on API fragments, which can be employed
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on the Windows platform by extracting the API execution
sequence from executable files. Firstly, we analyze the local
malicious characteristics of malicious code. On this basis, we
cut the API execution sequence into API fragments and train
the model using API fragments. Finally, we use ensemble
learning to ultimately make a decision based on the per-
formance of each segment of the entire sequence.,e results
show that this method can effectively extract key features
and give a good classification result. Our work contributes as
follows:

(1) Analyze the important meaning of local malicious-
ness in the API execution sequence

(2) Implement an API fragment-based detection
framework with strong anti-interference using
LSTM model and ensemble learning

(3) Expound the meaning of the parameters and obtain
an optimal value

2. Related Work

,e field of malicious code classification and detection is
currently divided into traditional methods and machine
learning methods. ,e traditional methods rely on a large
amount of expert knowledge to extract the malicious
features by reverse analyzing the binary code to achieve the
purpose of classification and detection [6, 7]. Features
extracted by manual analysis are highly accurate. However,
this requires a considerable amount of manpower [8, 9]. As
the malicious virus grows exponentially, the way of
extracting features by manual analysis is becoming more
and more expensive for this situation. Machine learning
methods are highly generalized and do not require much
manual work. Machine learning, because of its powerful
learning ability, can learn some feature information that
cannot be extracted manually. However, these methods
based on machine learning are very susceptible to in-
terference. Some existing methods, such as converting
malicious code into pictures and signal frequency [2, 5],
ignore the original semantics of the code and are easily
interfered. As long as the malicious code author adds some
byte information, or modifies the distribution of the file,
the classifier can be confused. Venkatraman and Alazab
[10] used the visualization of the similarity matrix to
classify and detect zero-day malware. Visualization tech-
nology helps people to better understand the characteristics
of malicious code, but they have not explored the appli-
cation of deep learning.

In [3, 6, 11], the authors use the ASM file generated by
disassembly to convert the assembly bytecode into pixel
features and then use CNN to learn. Although this method
takes advantage of some program information, malware
authors can still make confusion by inserting external as-
sembly instructions. Zhang et al. [12] use SVM to build a
malicious code detection framework based on semi-
supervised learning, which effectively solves the problem
that malicious code is difficult to be marked on a large scale,
and has achieved good results. ,ere are also some methods
that are based on API calls in [13]. ,ey treat the file as a list

containing only 0 or 1, with 0 and 1 representing whether or
not the associated API appears. ,eir experiments show that
the random forest classifier achieves the best result. ,is
method mainly relies on the malicious API which could be
emerged on a series of call sequence, and only the exact
execution sequence can make damage on the computer
system.

In [14], the authors construct behavior graphs to
provide efficient information of malware behaviors using
extracted API calls. ,e high-level features of the behavior
graphs are then extracted using a neural network-Stacked
AutoEncoders. On the one hand, their method of
extracting behavioral graphs is very precise and helps to
express the true meaning of the program fragments. On the
other hand, their input vectors are constructed based on the
whole sample, and the output of the model is the classi-
fication result of the whole sample. In fact, malicious
fragments are only partial, which makes the malicious
behavior graph easy to be overwhelmed.

Liu et al. [4] use image texture, opcode features, and API
features to describe the sample files. By using the shared
nearest neighbor (SNN) clustering algorithm, they obtained
a good result in their dataset. Qian and Tang [15] analyze the
API attributes and divide0 them into 16 categories. ,ey
propose a map color method based on categories and oc-
currence times for a unit time the API executed according to
its categories. ,en, they use the CNN model to build a
classifier. Xiaofeng et al. [16] propose a new method based
on information gain and removal of redundant API frag-
ments, which effectively reduce the length of the API call
sequence.,e handled API call sequence is then entered into
the LSTMmodel for training. Uppal et al. [17] use call grams
and odds ratio to select the top-ranked feature segments,
which are used to form feature vectors and are used to train
the SVM model.

On the one hand, the above methods based on the API
execution sequence are accurate, which reflect the dynamic
execution information of the program. But on the other
hand, due to program execution control, in a long exe-
cution sequence, the actual malicious execution code is
very small or overwhelmed by a large amount of normal
execution code. If the model does not learn the key
malicious information, it will easily be bypassed by mali-
cious code specifically disguised. ,ere are also other
machine learning methods to learn the features. Anderson
and Roth [18] offer a public labeled benchmark dataset for
training machine learning models to statically detect
malicious PE files. ,ey also construct baseline models
based on gradient boosted decision tree algorithm. Even
without any hyperparameter optimization, their work will
still help researchers to study further in this field. In [19],
the authors extract features based on the frequency of the
API and compare neural networks with other traditional
machine learning methods.

,ese methods expand the space for extracting
malicious features, and improve the applicable scale of
the machine learning method, and achieve good results.
But they also have some limitations, mainly reflecting in
the following aspects. First, manual methods have high
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accuracy but require a lot of manpower, which makes
them unsuitable for analyzing a large amount of mali-
cious code. Second, machine learning is greatly influ-
enced by the training set and its practicality is weak. For
example, we have done an experiment, in which an
image-based malware classifier can achieve 0.99 accuracy
rate. However, after changing dataset, its performance
drops sharply to about 0.73. ,ird, when the sample is
confused, the training model is difficult to achieve good
results, which reduces its practicability.

In fact, whether it is converted to images [20], signals,
frequency, and other characteristics, it cannot truly express
malicious code, nor does it conform to the traditional prior
knowledge of malicious code. ,e method of extracting
more efficient sequences by N-gram slicing [21, 22] only
retains the sequential features of malicious code execution.
,e models trained with the features extracted by the
common methods will have a poor effect.

,erefore, it is worth in-depth and long-term research to
explore how to design a detection framework with the help
of prior knowledge of malware, so that we can apply deep
learning to malware detection better.

3. Our Method

From the perspective of information security, we analyze
some malware and try to figure out the essential charac-
teristics of them. After that, we confirm the local malicious
characteristics of malware. Based on this, we propose a novel
feature extraction method and build a detection framework
based on the deep learning model.

3.1. Local Malicious Analysis. IDA Pro [23] is a powerful
disassembler that can be used to disassemble binary so that
by its disassembly result, we could get a sequence of API
calls and analyze the behavior of the program. ,rough
IDA Pro, we analyze a malicious code sample Trojan
(VirusShare0a83777e95be86c5701aaba0d9531015 from
VirusShare website [24]) as shown in Figure 1. As a result of
the disassembly of IDA Pro, we can see that the Trojan’s
privilege operation is invoked by these six consecutive API
function calls. ,e first function is GetCurrentProcess,
which gets the handle of the current process by executing
this function. ,e second function is OpenProcessToken,
which can be used to open the current process with the
handle value obtained by the first function. ,e third
function is LookupPrivilegeValueA, which is used to view
the permissions of the current process. ,e fourth function
is AdjustTokenPrivileges, which is used to raise the per-
missions for the current process. ,e fifth function is
CloseHandle, which closes the currently open process. ,e
sixth function is ExitWindowsEx, which exits the current
window. From the first function to the sixth function, this
set of functions is used to elevate privilege of the current
process, thus forming a malicious behavior. Because nor-
mal behavior does not take these operations to elevate its
privilege, this is the difference between normal software
and malware.

In fact, the function of the program, whether normal or
malicious, is mainly achieved through ordered API calls.
Also, most of the malware is originated from benign soft-
ware which is infected by malware such as viruses. From the
code perspective, it is a normal code sequence that was
inserted with malicious code snippets. In other words, most
of the sequences of malicious code are normal, and only
small segments are malicious. Malicious code also typically
constructs itself by inserting normal code in this way. As
shown in Figure 2, malicious code snippets are usually local
and are only part of the overall code, which proves the local
maliciousness of the malicious code we analyzed.

,ey often use the method of inserting useless APIs,
conditional triggers, and confusion to counter detection.
Traditional machine learning models that rely on the whole
API call sequences as training data will be affected. ,ere-
fore, we propose a new extraction method based on local
malicious features, and implement a framework which relies
on local maliciousness to identify malicious code.

3.2.Detection SystemFramework. We first cut the entire API
sequence into API fragments of length N. According to the
local maliciousness, the API fragment of length N always
retains the information of the malicious API fragment, and
the API execution fragment constituting the maliciousness
will always be acquired regardless of whether or not the
source code is handled by confusion or deformation. ,en,
the tagged API fragments after de-duplication will be en-
tered into the classifier for training, so that the classifier
could detect the malicious API fragment. Furthermore, we
use ensemble learning to identify malicious code by the
proportion of malicious API fragments in the whole API
execution sequence. ,ese are the ideas of our entire
framework.

Our framework can be divided into four parts: data
processing, feature extracting, training model, and de-
cision-making, as shown in Figure 3.

Data processing builds a word vector for all of API, and
then transforms API sequences to a number list. Feature

Figure 1: Trojan sample.,e Figure is generated by IDA Pro.,ere
are six different API calls marked by numbers from 1 to 6. ,is
sequence indicates the API functions execution order.
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extracting uses sliding window operation to get slices with a
fixed-length parameter N. We research different lengths for
the sliding window to make the best result for slices. We use
LSTM as our classifier to classify API fragments. Decision-
making based on trained models makes a decision by voting
on the basis of threshold M. Furthermore, we have a deep
research on the parameters N and M. Based on this
framework, our system is divided into the training phase and
detecting phase, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Each process will be described in detail in the following
sections.

(1) Data processing: in order to verify our hypothesis, we
omit the process of API execution sequence ex-
traction, which can be extracted by sandbox tech-
niques. We use the public dataset directly, which
consists of the API execution sequences that rep-
resent the executable files executing processes in the
actual environment.
First, we use Word2vec [25] to build the API vo-
cabulary by collecting all the API fragments that
appear in the samples and use a number to uniquely
represent an API. ,e samples consisting of API
sequence are then replaced with a digital sequence
for feature extraction, as shown in Figure 6.

(2) Feature extracting: we further analyze the malicious
code and find that, in reality, in order to avoid
detection, malicious code is usually inserted useless
API function into the API call sequence. ,ese
malicious API calls only could be executed when the
condition is triggered.
Based on the previous analysis of local maliciousness,
we use the sliding window method to get the API
fragment. We first set the length of the fixed sliding
window to N and the step size to 1. ,en, an API
execution sequence with a length of M will formM −

N + 1 API fragments by sliding the window. ,e
operation diagram is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7 above shows our sliding window approach,
which is different from the N-gram method that is
used in [26, 27]. ,e N-gram method will produce a
large number of segments, and the overall position

map of the differentN-gram segments will not reflect
the true meaning of a segment. Instead, the really
useful segment information will be submerged.
After that, we label the API fragments generated by
the sample with the same category tag. In fact, the
API fragment is represented as a specific digital
slice. By dividing the slices, these slice libraries with
different labels are formed. Different from the
method of information entropy adopted in [4], a de-
duplication method is adopted by us to remove the
same slices in the libraries by two to two.

(3) Model: the API call sequence reflects the malicious
code execution order. ,is order is important. In the
deep learning model, the RNN model has the
function of remembering the sequence and is suit-
able for such data characteristics. Each hidden layer
output of the RNN model is retained in the network
so that it could combine with the next moment input
of the system to determine the output of the next
moment. ,e long and short-term memory LSTM
model is an updated version of the RNN model that
overcomes back-propagation gradient dispersion
and gradient explosion and is more suitable for
processing sequence data. ,erefore, we choose
LSTM as our training model.We design a three-layer
LSTM as follow: each LSTM layer is connected to a
dropout layer. ,en, LSTM layer connects with each
other. Finally, a dense layer is connected, which is
used as the classifier.

,e input for the LSTMmodel is digital slice which is
formed in the feature extraction process. ,e model
finally outputs the digital slice category.

(4) Decision-making: decision-making is designed for
the purpose of classifying the unknown sample. In
the training phase, we will train multiple models. In
the detecting phase, because the models we trained
are used to classify API fragments, we will make a
decision on the unknown sample according to the
digital slices which are formed by the unknown
sample. Finally, classification results are determined
if voting values of multiple models reach a certain

Train
phase

Train
data

Unknow
data

Detect
phase

Data
processing

Data
processing

Feature
extraction

Feature
extraction

LSTM model

LSTM model

Decision-
making

Figure 3: ,e framework of our method. ,e procedure consists of 4 steps. By data processing, the feature extracting, training model and
decision-making, it gives a final classification result.

......

Figure 2: ,e distribution of malicious code. ,e red parts represent malicious codes, which distribute in the whole code.
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threshold M. We will set a threshold M and con-
tinuously optimize it during the experiment.

,e details for decision-making are given as follows in
Algorithm 1, which consists of SPLITWINDOW function
and DECISIONMAKING function. ,e SPLITWINDOW
function generates sets of removing duplicate API frag-
ments. ,e DECISIONMAKING function makes final de-
cision on unknown samples.

4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset. We use thedata of Alibaba-3rd-Security-Al-
gorithm-Challenge [28] to test our method. ,e dataset is
the API instruction sequence from the Windows executable
program files in the sandbox simulation. All Windows bi-
nary executable program are desensitized. ,e sample data
provided on this topic are collected from the Internet.
Among them, the types of malicious files are the infected
virus, Trojan horse program, mining program, DDoS Trojan,
and extortion virus. By parsing the API data, there are a total
of 12,000 samples. We randomly split the dataset into a
training set and a test set. ,e sample distribution is shown
in Figure 8.

4.2. Data Handling. In order to verify the anti-interference
ability of the framework, we first randomly insert a number
of invalid API functions into the API sequence for the
purpose of confusion.,en, we useWord2vec to convert the
API sequence into a sequence of numbers and use the sliding
window to cut into the whole sequence, forming different
libraries of fragments with different labels. After that, we use
de-duplication method to remove redundant API fragments
for each API slice library. In the training phase, because the
number of malicious code files of different categories is very
different, we adopt the bagging method by using random
sampling with putting back to construct training sets. ,en,
each training set is used to train a model.

4.3. Result and Analysis. ,e accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1-measure are selected as the evaluation indicators for the
classification of samples and compared in comparison ex-
periments, as shown below.

(1) Parameters N and M: the parameters N and M,
respectively, represent the length of API slice and
the threshold for judging the sample’s category.
We first verify the classification accuracy of API

Class n

Class 2

Class 1

API execution sequences
API fragment

libraries

Remove duplicate
API fragment

libraries
Training
samples

Deep learning
model

LSTM model 1

LSTM model n

Random
sampling

De-duplication
by two to two

Sliding
window

Figure 4: ,e training phase.

Unknown
sample

Sample
class

Sliding
window

API
fragment set

LSTM model n

LSTM model 1

Classification Voting
decision

Benign

Malware

API fragment
class

Vote based on
threshold M

Figure 5: ,e detecting phase.
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executable file for different parameters N and M.
,e results are shown in Figures 9–11.
As we can see from the above figures, although the
length N is different, the threshold M and the ac-
curacy are approximately subject to normal distri-
bution. ,is also shows that we can definitely get an
optimal value for the model. It is different from the
study in [21], which determines an optimal N-gram
length by the Cuckoo Algorithm [29].
Furthermore, these figures also show that, the
shorter the length N, the smaller the thresholdM for
achieving the maximum accuracy. Conversely, the
longer the length N, the larger the threshold M for
achieving maximum accuracy. Furthermore, it is not
difficult to infer that when the fragment length
reaches the limit equal to the length of the entire
sequence, the threshold at this time will be 1. It
reflects the local maliciousness that we propose
before, that is, the malicious fragments are only part
of the entire sequence.

We then put these figures with different length pa-
rameters together, as shown in Figure 12.
It is obvious that the parameter N andM can get the
best accuracy result. Also, all of the figures show the
same trend that they are subject to normal distri-
bution, which is consistent with the fact.

(2) Evaluation: we select the N � 10 and M � 0.40 as the
best parameters, and evaluate different indications,
that is, precision, recall, f1-score, and confusion
matrix. ,e result is shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 shows the results of precision, recall, f1-score,
and support for categories 0 and 1, respectively. Category 0
represents the normal code and category 1 represents the
malicious code. It achieves high performance for classifying
mission. Table 2 shows a confusion matrix for categories 0
and 1. By this, we can get the value of the true positive (TP),
false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and true negative
(TN). Accuracy is defined as follows:

Accuracy(ACC) �
(TP + TN)

(TP + FP + FN + TN)
. (1)

Finally, the accuracy is 0.9734, FPR is extremely 0, FNR
is 0.0636, and the sensitivity is 0.9364. It proves that our
method has an effective classification for malware.

4.4. Comparison. In order to verify the validity of our
method, we design three comparative experiments. ,e first
comparison test, without splitting the API call sequence, is
directly converted into a digital sequence and sent to the
same LSTM model for training. In the second comparative
experiment, the same feature extraction method as the
framework we proposed was used, and CNN was selected as
the training model for evaluation. ,e CNN model is set as
follows: we set up a three-layer convolution with 3, 4, and 5
as convolution kernel sizes, then it is connected to the max-
pooling layer, further to a dropout layer, and finally to the
fully connected layer. In the third comparative experiment,
based on the same feature extraction method, SVM is se-
lected as the training model for evaluation. ,e SVM model
is set as follows: the penalty coefficient C is set to 10000. RBF
is selected as the core, and its parameter gamma is set to
0.001, and the parameter degree is set to 3.

We choose accuracy as the evaluation criteria, and the
results are shown in Figure 13. As can be seen from the
results, the accuracy of our model is 0.9734, and the accuracy
of using the entire API sequence is 0.8246. ,e accuracy of
using the CNN model is 0.9325. ,e accuracy of using the
SVM model is 0.9143.

,rough comparative experiments, we can find that our
method, the second, and the third methods are more ac-
curate than the method based on the overall API execution
sequence. It shows our method, that is the feature extraction
method based on local maliciousness extraction API frag-
ment, is effective. Because the sample has been confused, it
also reflects that our feature extraction method has a degree
of anti-interference ability. After adopting the same feature
extraction method, by comparison, it can be found that the
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Figure 6: API sequence is converted to a digital sequence. Each
API function corresponds to an unique number, and the entire API
sequence is converted to a number for further processing.
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accuracy of the LSTM-based model is higher than that of the
CNN and SVMmodels. Further analysis shows that our data
are derived from API execution sequences with sequence
characteristics. Our model is based on LSTM, which is very
effective for processing data with sequential relationships.

,e CNN model is very effective for learning image features
and is very effective for learning data with local features.
SVM is a classic traditional machine learning model, but its
learning ability is weaker than deep learning models such as

Input: sample, length (the length of sample), N (the length of the window),M (threshold for voting), C (a set of all trained model for
classification)

Output: set (store all API slices to be cut)
(1) function SplitWindow (sample, length, N)
(2) initial place in the beginning of the sample
(3) repeat
(4) split the sample with the solid window
(5) move the window with a step 1
(6) until move to the end of sample
(7) move all API slices into set
(8) Remove duplicates
(9) return set

(10) end function
(11)
Input: set (generated by Call SplitWindow ()), M (threshold for voting), C (a set of all trained model for classification)
Output: category (normal or malicious)
(12) function DECISION MAKING (set, m, C)
(13) for each s ∈ set do
(14) for each f ∈ C do
(15) p � f(s)

(16) if p> 0.5 then
(17) s is belong to normal slice
(18) else
(19) s is belong to malicious slice
(20) end if
(21) record the result for s
(22) end for
(23) end for
(24) number � account(smalicious)

(25) total � account(sall)

(26) if number/total>m then
(27) return malicious
(28) else
(29) return normal
(30)

ALGORITHM 1: Classifying an unknown sample.
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LSTM and CNN. From the above analysis, we can see that
our LSTM model is better for this kind of data with a se-
quential relationship. It is also the reason why the SVM is the
lowest, CNN is the second, and our LSTM model is the
highest.

As far as previous research is concerned, they usually did
not delve into the local meaning of the API sequence. ,e
general methods are to transform the API sequence as a
whole and enter it into the model for training.

Meanwhile, the innovation of past methods about API
sequence is focused on the elimination of redundant API
functions or the construction of the corresponding con-
version sequence [4, 15, 16]. But no matter how they reform,
these ideas are still based on the overall API sequence. It
makes their methods easily disturbed once malware de-
velopers take countermeasures. ,is inevitably leads to the
lack of anti-interference for their model, which makes it
difficult to have practical significance and to exert the
powerful ability of deep learning.

In fact, the confused sample we constructed does not
cover all the confrontation techniques, but it strongly proves
the effectiveness of our extraction method based on local
maliciousness and verifies our innovation.

5. Conclusion

We analyze the local maliciousness of malicious code, based
on which we design a deep learning-based ensemble learning
detection framework for API fragments. We use in-
terference-handled samples for training and validation. ,e
results show that our method can effectively resist in-
terference. Our method also effectively explores the appli-
cation of deep learning in the field of malicious code
detection, which has a strong practical significance. In the
future work, we will further study the combination of prior
knowledge and deep learning.
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Figure 10: N � 8.

Table 1: Classify report.

Classid Precision Recall f1-score Support
0 1.00 0.94 0.97 110
1 0.92 1.00 0.96 78
Avg/total 0.97 0.96 0.96 188

Table 2: Confusion matrix.

Classify Benign Malware
Benign 103 7
Malware 0 78

Our method Entire API sequence CNN model SVM model

1

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

Accuracy

0.9734

0.8246

0.9325 0.9143

Figure 13: Comparative test.
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